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Short Description

Alphacool's new Low Noise Edition of Laing DDC for absolute silence!

The widespread Laing DDC pumps grown. Freshly packed this pump can also start with a lot of confidence
their lives. were changed some details.
Firstly, some was saved to power in order to create a widespread problem Remedy: The volume! No other
pump can this rich in terms
of noise the water. For the most common water cooling system consisting of cooling for the CPU and GPU,
this pump should be the first choice.

Description

Alphacool's new Low Noise Edition of Laing DDC for absolute silence!

The widespread Laing DDC pumps grown. Freshly packed this pump can also start with a lot of confidence
their lives. were changed some details.
Firstly, some was saved to power in order to create a widespread problem Remedy: The volume! No other
pump can this rich in terms
of noise the water. For the most common water cooling system consisting of cooling for the CPU and GPU,
this pump should be the first choice.

 Not as before this pump comes in the known plastic housing. New superbly tuned brass housing is adorning
the exterior. This new housing
promises a longer life of the pump. By cooling fins air flows that is routed via an internal thermal pad directly
to the pump circuit board.

 Another feature is the included decoupling option. The special M4 screws can in the head of the bolt or the
supplied decoupling are screwed
which in turn is connected to the housing.

 The new feature of this set is that here V.2 Alphacool were used ice sheets, which offer the possibility of
three G1 / 4 "connections for the
inlet and two G1 / 4" connections for the outlet.
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 In addition include three G1 / 4 "screw plugs supplied to unutilized In / Out to close connections.

 As an additional feature, the preassembled bracket is as we know from the previous set or the new ice
creams. Thus, this pump set can
be mounted directly to the housing bottom.

 Now as a combination with the proven Alphacool Laing DDC Plexi ice or acetal top!

 

Specifications

Technical details:

    Dimensions: 89 x 85 x 75mm

    Black Nickel / Black

    Power consumption: 10W

    Material: brass, stainless steel, aluminum oxide, hard coal

    Maximum rise: 2.44m

    Maximum system temperature: 60 ° C

    Maximum flow: 200l / h

    Voltage: 12V DC

    Power Connector: 4 pin Molex

    Speed signal: 3 Pin Molex

 

Delivery:

    1x Alphacool Laing DDC310 pump

    1x Alphacool Laing DDC metal bottom - black nickel
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    1x Alphacool Laing DDC Acetal ice cap V.2

    Decoupling

    mounting material

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-13196

Weight 2.0000

Color Black

Pump Type DDC

Pump Voltage 12 VDC

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197131964


